
The People of Fresno Demand Change  

Faith in Community, Black Lives Matters, and The Know’s youth media 
were a deeply recognizable force during the #VisionForFresno’s 
Mayoral Candidates Forum, on April 16, 2016. The candidates in 
Fresno, CA referenced these organizations for being the most well 
versed and educated out of all the districts represented. 

The unique qualities of Faith in Community unify a vast majority of 
religious congregations, schools and community centers, with over 20 
different organizations embodying a vast majority of the population, 
representing issues which directly influence the daily lives of families in 
the Central Valley. 

The issues mentioned were diagnosed by research teams developed to 
specifically highlight the most critical crisis and epidemics which have 
historically plagued the people of this region, representatives thus far 
have been unable to find remedies for the present times. 

The greatest topics of concern that were discussed during the meeting 
include: Jobs and Poverty, Homelessness, Mental Health and Addiction, 
Education and Youth Opportunity, as well as Transportation. 

Every row throughout the hall, which seats roughly 500 people, was 
occupied by attentive and deeply involved community members, those 
whom were unable to attend were also accounted for by participants who 
were holding up signs for family members and loved ones and taking a 
moment of silence to acknowledge their presence.  

All questions were intricately pulled from real time conversations, with 
technical data to elaborate the struggles of residents whom have 
experienced the trauma of failed policies. These research teams were 
formed out of a grave concern to have accurate understandings for 
elements far too often blamed on residents rather than resources and 
people instead of policy. Those whom were present were there for 



change and to let those running know the people of Fresno will find 
accountability and justice this time around. 

This force of strength and will organized by the people, requests the 
candidates to agree in investing morally, and intellectually while raising 
the consciousness and standards of living in South West and South East 
Fresno by manifesting deep changes to the Town. 

There was an immense amount of profound facts highlighted, not by the 
candidates whose responses had a heavy political tongue, but by the 
community which directly articulated the neglect of deeply rooted issues 
with scientific solutions to complications which candidates were unable 
to ignore. These investigations were held as a spotlight in revealing 
findings of a 20 year life expectancy gap between residence of West and 
North Fresno. H. Spees was the only Mayoral candidate to mention the 
national health crisis of Fresno's West side residents, whom experience 
one of the highest infant death mortality rates in all of America. The 
cause was linked back by Candidate Spees who spoke on the lack of 
transportation and resources within West Fresno. Spees requested the 
churches and community groups to create public sector partnership for 
woman and at risk individuals, stating “no young person should go 
without prenatal care.”  

An immense lack of public space was mentioned in a call for more parks 
for children and families to utilize. Community Safety was also a key 
concern in which Fresno’s Police Department was mentioned as a failed 
practice which has proven its inability to create trust with the entirety of 
South Fresno. Chief Dyer’s resignation was not directly mentioned but it 
was stated throughout the evening with a new Mayor there will be a new 
police chief involved. Richard Renteria claimed the whole department is 
facing new challenges, and hiring all new cops is not going to solve the 
problem. 

The environment, and Air Quality investigations found Fresno to be the 
second most polluted region in the nation during which Perea promised 
“my commitment is to have you at the table with these discussions.” 



Housing has been a severe issue effecting thousands living under the 
neglectful watch of slum lord investors. With comments ranging from 
runners’ personal concern to Spees stating “there’s no room for slum 
lords in our city”. The topic left you craving to find the root issues but 
left us barely with the top soil. 

Poverty was another severe problem which has notoriously been pushed 
upon an individual as their own fault out of laziness or lack of 
responsibility as the cause of Fresno’s standards of living in the South 
side. Researchers directed accountability to the ability to obtain 
resources as a creator of the current status. The Candidates did not 
accept direct responsibility yet Doug Vagim was optimistic about 
Fresno’s rich opportunity to educate and train the young people  Faith in 
Community’s request was for all 23 neighborhoods with concentrated 
generational poverty be given the right to live with dignity and respect. 

The Homeless, although were not seen, were highlighted. Lee Brand 
commented on having relations with someone personally who was 
mentally ill while in the mists of speaking on mental health intervention 
and took a turn to project a limited scope relating criminal acts of 
breaking into houses and cars to be met with accountability by police 
and incrimination. Blaming issues of homelessness on recycle centers as 
magnets for crime. 

Mental Health and Addictions were a topic of concern where Spees 
tapped into a humanitarian light stating “it’s a tragedy in our community 
when people need services and can’t get them. We must specifically 
focus on the youth so the kids don't ping pong through the system for the 
rest of their lives with a 40 year cycle.” Vadim shared an enlightening 
fact during his response with a goal to bring services together with teams 
who can help “identify hot spot problems with real time remedies.” 
Vadim shared the insight that “Fresno is the least funded for mental 
health in all of California.” 

The topic of Education for the children of fresno was thrown around like 
a trendy word with not much inspiring or fresh perspectives to come 



from the discussion. Remora did state a known fact that “these kids don't 
have the opportunities we did when we were growing up.” 

The candidates were then asked to make closing statements in which 
Spees was the only member to captivate the energy and presence of the 
community in saying Faith in Community’s Visions of Fresno were the 
largest and most participatory candidate forum they had been to thus far. 
Those whom gathered were the most representative, the most researched  
connecting the entire city, and a powerful force which is driving 
democracy downward to build community groups that make sure there is 
inclusion of Fresno Cities voices. 

Reporters Disclosure: 

*I, Kayla Moon have no intention to support or promote any one individual candidate, the quotes 
used for this article were utilized for relevance, quality, and insights on the topics discussed and 
presented. 
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Your Longevity Gap Is Biggest If You Live Here

David Johnson and Chris Wilson 

Time 

April 12, 2016

http://time.com/4289737/life-expectancy-gap-rich-poor/

Fresno is one of the cities with a 20 year life expectancy gap 

Black infant deaths far exceed other ethnic groups in Fresno County, report shows

Barbara Anderson



Fresno Bee

JUly 14 20015

http://www.fresnobee.com/news/local/article27272827.html#storylink=cpy

"The southwest Fresno women interviewed for the study had transportation concerns, said 
Turner, the comprehensive perinatal services program coordinator for the Fresno Women’s 
Group. Turner is one of 19 community members in a black infant mortality study group led by 
Dr. Gail Newel, with the University of California at San Francisco-Fresno Medical Education 
Program UCSF-Fresno.

Bus service in Fresno falls short, Turner said. At her office, the nearest bus stop is a half mile 
away, which is not a reasonable distance for a pregnant woman to walk on a 109-degree day, for 
example, she said.

“If you can’t get them (to doctors), you can’t care for them,” Turner said.

San Francisco best for parks, Fresno worst

Robert Galbraith

Reuters

May 23, 2012

http://www.reuters.com/article/uk-embargoedusa-cities-parks-idUSLNE84M00620120523

Internal report: Two-thirds of Fresno police officers suffering from low morale

John Ellis, Pablo Lopez

Fresno Bee 

January 15 2016

http://www.fresnobee.com/news/local/article56469243.html#storylink=cpy



"Department leaders ‘unwilling to make the changes necessary to restore trust and morale’"

"Fresno Police Department’s rank and file is dominated by discontent and cynicism that police 
Chief Jerry Dyer and his administrative staff will do little to fix problems that have damaged the 
reputation of the force, according to an internal report obtained by The Bee."

The 10 Most Air-Polluted Cities in the U.S.

The World Health Organization has ranked cities around the world on their amount of particulate 
pollution in the air. Here's the dirtiest of the dirty in the U.S.

BREATHE IT IN

2. Fresno, Calif.

By Bryan Walsh 

Time 

September 29, 2011

http://content.time.com/time/specials/packages/article/
0,28804,2095471_2095472_2095482,00.html

These Are the Poorest Cities in America

Ryan Chiles

Time

November 14, 2014

http://time.com/3581716/poorest-cities/

Fresno is listed as one of the top 8 cities with the highest poverty out of every city in USA



There isn’t one answer to ending Fresno poverty

Zocalo Public Square 

Fresno Bee 

October 12 2015

http://www.fresnobee.com/opinion/opn-columns-blogs/article38845428.html#storylink=cpy

"Despite years of attempted interventions, Fresno still faces intense poverty and crime. Its rates 
of homelessness are among the nation’s worst, and its levels of unemployment"

"Keith Bergthold: Bridge divides

One big reason our city has remained a significant high-poverty area is that we have allowed 
ourselves over the past six decades to grow geographically, socially and economically divided. 
Clear disparities in residents’ quality of life have formed hard boundaries between older, 
neglected, lower-income neighborhoods primarily in south Fresno, and newer, higher-value 
residential subdivisions in north Fresno and its adjacent city, Clovis. Many south Fresno 
residents do not have access to job training, affordable housing, recreation space, health care and 
public services.

Fresno’s separation also has resulted in a lack of empathy – that critical element in any healthy 
relationship of being able to see ourselves in others. In my view, many residents do not 
appreciate the need for disadvantaged community members to have a real voice in how the city’s 
resources get prioritized and distributed."

Can Fresno Win the War on Poverty?

Zocalo Public Square Event October 13 2015

http://www.zocalopublicsquare.org/event/can-fresno-win-the-war-on-poverty/

Fresno councilman urges city to tackle homeless problem

Councilmember Clint Olivier publicly announces vagrant solutions.



Your central Valley.com 

10 15 2015

http://www.yourcentralvalley.com/news/fresno-councilman-urges-city-to-tackle-homeless-
problem

"One Fresno city councilmember says the homeless problem is the worst it has been in years. "

Neel Kashkari's 'homeless' stay in Fresno irks GOP mayor

Choice of Fresno irks Republican mayor

By John Wildermuth 

SF Gate

August 27, 2014

http://www.sfgate.com/politics/article/After-homeless-video-Fresno-s-GOP-mayor-on-
fence-5716626.php

"Kashkari said he looked unsuccessfully for work, ate at a homeless shelter and was repeatedly 
rousted by police."

Regional innovations - Fresno: How to rebuild a mental health system in crisis

Justin Ewers

California Economic Summit

March 26 2013 

http://www.caeconomy.org/reporting/entry/fresno-tackles-its-growing-mental-health-problem\


